COLOR THEM GONE

IN THE NEXT FEW WEEKS, the San Diego City Council will be grappling with a proposed master plan for Balboa Park. In all, there are now six alternatives to that original plan, drawn up by San Diego consultant Ron Pekarek, and they reflect an utter lack of consensus on how to plot the future of San Diego's urban oasis. One way to understand how such discord has crippled attempts to write a new plan is to go back and inspect an old plan — the one drawn up by Samuel Parsons in 1903.
THE BIG FREEZE

RUSSELL FLOYD

Antique farm tools will soon decorate 5,500 square feet of Bob White's Country Barn.持有人持有一份法院的签证，他们可以进去参观。从这个签证，可以了解这批宝藏的原貌。

THE WORLD'S BIGGEST HOLE

LEONARD J. MILLER

A tunnel has been discovered under the streets of the world's largest city. It is said to be the world's biggest hole.

RED DAWN IN ALPINE

HARRY B. THOMPSON

If you're not careful, you could be in for a big surprise in Alpine. This town is known for its red, white, and blue traditions.

CRIPS RUBBED WRONG WAY

Last November, the San Diego police department received a report of a rape on a deserted street in the area. The suspect, a young man, was caught and later released. It turned out to be a false report.

THE BEAUTY OF IT ALL

FRANKLIN D. ROOSEVELT

The beauty of it all is that despite all the problems, life goes on. It's amazing how people can be so resilient.

WHERE A MAN CAN GET IT ON

Men can get what they want in this city. There are plenty of opportunities for them to satisfy their desires.

AUGUST 25TH, 1980

JACK BURNETT

The city is alive and well. People are enjoying themselves and having a great time.

THE POOL

DEAN CAMPBELL

The pool is a great place to relax and have some fun. It's a perfect way to cool off on a hot day.

THE HARVARD REPORT

Professors have been complaining about the lack of student involvement in the school. They want more active participation.

THE MUSEUM

The museum is a place to learn about history. It's a great resource for anyone who wants to learn more about the past.

THE 1960'S

The 1960's were a time of great change and experimentation. It was a time when people were exploring new ideas and challenging the status quo.

THE BIG FREEZE

The big freeze is a great way to enjoy winter. People can go outside and have some fun in the snow.

THE BEAUTY OF IT ALL

The beauty of it all is that despite all the problems, life goes on. It's amazing how people can be so resilient.

WHERE A MAN CAN GET IT ON

Men can get what they want in this city. There are plenty of opportunities for them to satisfy their desires.
STRAIGHT FROM THE HIP

By Matthew Alice

Dear Matthew Alice:

I am the hipster boy who writes the weekly column in the weekend newspaper. I'm writing to you because I've been hearing a lot of rumors about your latest column. People say you're writing about the latest trends in fashion and music, but I'm not really sure if I can trust any of the information you're providing. Can you tell me more about your writing style and how you stay up to date with the latest trends?

Sincerely,

[Name]

Dear [Name]:

I'm glad you reached out to me. As a hipster, I think it's important to stay up-to-date with the latest trends in fashion and music. I don't rely on any one source to get my information. Instead, I read a lot of different blogs, magazines, and news articles to get a well-rounded view of what's going on. I also attend a lot of music festivals and concerts to see what's new in the music world. I hope this gives you a better understanding of my writing style. If you have any specific questions, feel free to ask.

Sincerely,

Matthew Alice

SCHOOL SUPPLIES

Great Savings Just In
For a Limited Time
For a Limited Time
For a Limited Time

Save 20% on Russell Sweatshirts
$10 off selected Nike apparel
Men's Speedo Competition Suits
Men's Speedo Competition Suits
New Arrivals/Unknown
New Arrivals/Unknown

pat's ski & sport shop

pat's ski & sport shop

BACK TO SCHOOL!
Sale Ends Sept. 6th

Special Savings on Men's Leather Tennis Shoe

Turtles案 Barbara

Lee's Leather Tennis Shoe

Reg. $39.99

$99.99

Summer Clearance Sportswear

50% Off Ladies' Sportswear

Ladies' Beach Wear & Sundresses

Ladies' Swimwear

New Arrivals Windshirts

Ladies' Windshirts

30% Off Unimax Boot

Dagga Shorts

pat's ski & sport shop

All Camel Suede Boots

Men's Shoes

15% Off

Men's Accessories

Men's Bags

pat's ski & sport shop

pat's ski & sport shop

pat's ski & sport shop

pat's ski & sport shop
THE INSIDE STORY

SECONDS BACK FROM THE STREETS OF SAN DIEGO, MORE THAN 300 BUILDINGS IN THE CENTRAL BUSINESS DISTRICT HAD BEEN CONDEMNED. The buildings, once considered the backbone of the city's commercial heart, were crumbling and in need of major repairs. The San Diego City Council, under pressure from both the public and business owners, had approved the condemnation, and the city's building inspectors were now in the process of vacating the buildings to ensure the safety of the city's residents.

But the City Council's decision was not without controversy. Many of the building owners had questions about the process and the financial implications of the condemnation. Some were concerned about the lack of transparency in the decision-making process, while others feared that the city was moving too quickly to condemn the buildings without adequately addressing the root causes of the problems.

In the meantime, the city's building inspectors were busy removing the occupants of the condemned buildings and making the necessary preparations for the demolition of the structures. It was a difficult task, as many of the tenants had been living in the buildings for years and were reluctant to leave.

As the city moved forward with its plans, the issue of condemnation continued to be a topic of debate, with both supporters and critics calling for a more thorough examination of the decision. The city's leaders were under pressure to take action, but they were also aware of the challenges involved in implementing such a major project.

The story of the condemned buildings in the San Diego City Center was just one example of the complex issues that the city was facing. As it moved forward, the city would need to address not only the immediate concerns of the condemned building owners, but also the broader issues of urban planning and development that had led to the need for such action.
PARK

Parks was the president of the Association of American Parks. At the time, this was how he saw the Chicago park:

"When looking at the plan, it is a common practice to say, 'Oh, what a beautiful park.' But when you look at it, you see that the beauty is not just in the park itself, but in the way it is used. The park is designed to be a place where people can come and enjoy nature, to be a place of relaxation and recreation."

One might look at the park today and wonder if Parks was talking about the same place at all. The original 1890s plan has been expanded and updated several times since then, with new features added and old ones removed. But one thing remains constant: the park is designed to be a place of beauty and relaxation.

The space theater managers argue that San Diegans need more education in science and technology, but take a look at the size of their gift shop. Why should public parkland be given over to more of this commercial merchandising?

In 1930, a major development in the park was the opening of the new zoo. The zoo was designed to be a place where people could come and learn about the natural world. The park was also expanded to include new areas for recreation and education. In recent years, the park has undergone several major renovations, including the construction of new buildings and the addition of new features. The park is now one of the largest and most popular in the country, with millions of visitors each year.

The zoo is just one of the many attractions that make the park a popular destination. There are also miles of trails for hiking and biking, lakes for boating and fishing, and playgrounds for children. The park is also home to a variety of wildlife, including birds, mammals, and reptiles. The park is not only a place of beauty, but also a place of learning and discovery.

One of the most important things about the park is its design. The park is laid out in a way that is both functional and beautiful. The paths are designed to be easy to navigate, and the buildings are designed to blend in with the natural surroundings. The park is also designed to be accessible to people of all ages and abilities, with ramps and elevators to make it easy to get around.

The park is a great place to spend time, whether you are looking for a quiet place to read a book or a place to exercise. The park is also a great place to take a walk, with miles of trails to explore. The park is a place of beauty, but also a place of learning and discovery. It is a place where people can come and learn about the natural world, and it is a place where people can come and enjoy nature.

SELL YOUR HOUSE WITH AN AD IN THE READER

A photo classified in the Reader is only $3 a week. For instructions and information see page 1, section 3.
PARK

One reason the Petersen Plan and its alternatives garner so much criticism is the misconception that a "park" is simply a collection of recreational activities. In reality, a park is a planned, designed environment that provides a range of experiences for visitors. The Petersen Plan emphasizes mixed-use development and increased commercialization, which critics argue will dilute the park's aesthetic and recreational value.

The Petersen Plan, however, is not without its proponents. Champions of the plan argue that it will bring much-needed economic development to the area, creating jobs and generating revenue. They also believe that the plan will help revitalize the downtown area and make it a more attractive destination for tourists and residents alike.

Ultimately, the decision about which plan to adopt will depend on a variety of factors, including cost, environmental impact, and community input. It is important for all stakeholders to come together and work towards a solution that meets the needs of everyone involved.

In conclusion, the Petersen Plan is a complex issue that requires careful consideration and thoughtful planning. While it may not be the ideal solution for everyone, it is important to remember that compromise and collaboration are key to finding a solution that works for everyone.
A Transplanted Congregation Mellow Out in Encinitas

BY STEVE SORENSEN
Photographs by Rich Stachura

A long way from St. Louis. A new church plant that started with a single congregation now has more than 100 people. It's a story of faith and perseverance, as new churches in Southern California are finding their own way to grow and thrive.

When the first group of believers came together in a Downey, California, home, they were just a few. But as they grew, they decided to move to Encinitas, a small city known for its beaches and outdoor activities. It was a big change, but they were excited to see what God would do.

The new church, called New Covenant Church, started small but has been growing steadily. They now have a sanctuary, a kitchen, and a nursery, all thanks to the dedicated volunteers who help run the church.

For the people at New Covenant Church, it's all about finding a community where they can grow in their faith and also find support in times of need. They're a small group, but they're close-knit, and they're making a big impact in their community.

It's not easy being a new church, but these believers are determined to keep growing and spreading the message of Jesus Christ. They're a testimony to the power of faith and the importance of following God's plan, no matter what.

So if you're looking for a church that's welcoming and supportive, look no further than New Covenant Church in Encinitas. They're a group of people who truly believe that God is with them every step of the way.
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The heroine's tumultuous aisle immediately puent to react any hint of honest social observation.

DUNCAN SHEFFIELD

The heroine wavered between the two parties, not wanting to feel like the odd man out — which, if you were in the dark, could mean being the only one who didn't get the joke. But then you realize that was the point. It was the party, after all. And there was a sense of accomplishment in the fact that you were there, that you had made the effort to be there. You were part of the group, and that was enough. It was a small victory.

The party was a raucous affair, with music blaring and people dancing in the streets. The air was thick with the smell of sweat and alcohol. It was a moment of pure joy, a moment of shared experience. And then it was over, and you were left with the memories of the night, the memories that would linger long after the party was over.
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You were left with the memories of the night, the memories that would linger long after the party was over.
Thrifty Vittles

The waiters seem as confused as the patrons, and I hear one explain, "Anything goes tonight.'

ELEANOR WEDNER

Before I reach the entrance of one of the city's largest restaurants, I hear a voice inside calling, "Hey, come on in!" It's an invitation to a new era in dining, a place where you can have your cake and eat it too. The restaurant, named "Thrifty Vittles," is the latest addition to the city's culinary scene, offering a unique dining experience that promises to satisfy every taste and budget.

Inside, the atmosphere is warm and inviting. The decor is a mix of contemporary and classic elements, creating a welcoming ambiance. The menu offers a diverse range of dishes, from appetizers to main courses, all carefully prepared to cater to the most discerning palates. One of the highlight dishes is the signature Thrifty Vittles salad, a blend of fresh vegetables, herbs, and a dressing that perfectly complements the ingredients. Another favorite is the deeply satisfying beef stroganoff, served with a side of mashed potatoes and a warm, comforting bread basket.

The waitstaff, knowledgeable and friendly, provide attentive service throughout the meal. They are well-versed in the menu and can recommend dishes based on personal preferences. The restaurant's chefs, adept at their craft, ensure that each dish is cooked to perfection, combining flavors in a way that is both innovative and satisfying.

Thrifty Vittles offers a unique dining experience with a focus on quality and value. Whether you're looking for a casual meal or a special occasion, this restaurant promises to exceed your expectations, making it a must-visit for anyone who appreciates good food in an enjoyable setting.

Not to be missed is the opportunity to try the signature dessert, a delectable chocolate mousse, which is a perfect way to round off your meal. The restaurant also offers a variety of beverages, from fine wines to artisanal cocktails, ensuring that your dining experience is complete.

In summary, Thrifty Vittles is a standout in the city's dining landscape, offering a memorable and enjoyable experience for both locals and visitors. It's a place where good food and great service come together to create an unforgettable dining experience. Whether you're a connoisseur of fine cuisine or simply looking for a delicious meal, Thrifty Vittles is a dining destination not to be missed.
SELL YOUR CAR WITH AN AD IN THE READER

A photo classified in the Reader is only $3 a week. For instructions and information please see page 1, section 3.

The SCREAMER
(A bi-monthly tabloid of national and opinion features pays WRITERS, STORYTELLERS & OPINIONATED PEOPLE

- 50-500 for original short stories
- $50-$500 for national and opinion articles

PAY ON ACCEPTANCE

- USA First Class Rate
- No Advance Payment

The SCREAMER
PO Box 2331, Costa Mesa, CA 92626

IT PAYS TO SHOP FOR AUTO INSURANCE

Call us today for a free personal rate quotation.
435-1801

GEICO
Indemnity Company
3300 Orange Ave., Costa Mesa

LOCAL COLOR

Cuts and clippings from around the county.

Share These

How to turn a passing thief into a passer-by

CAR STOLEN

The professional that is looking for a car whose owner is a passer-by may still be able to recover it. The thief will not go to the trouble of stealing a car that has been put in a place where it is not possible to steal it. The professional that is looking for a car whose owner is a passer-by may still be able to recover it. The thief will not go to the trouble of stealing a car that has been put in a place where it is not possible to steal it.

BECOME A REAL ESTATE SALES PERSON

There's a real estate market in every city and town. You can earn more money and travel as little or as much as you like. Real estate is a great business to be in. There's a real estate market in every city and town. You can earn more money and travel as little or as much as you like. Real estate is a great business to be in.
Stereovision

performance, price and people
San Felipe Getaway!
$35 per person (3 nights)
Villa Real Suite Packages include suite accommodations, hotel tax, maid service, complimentary wine and continental breakfast daily.
Enjoy shopping, windsurfing and much more or just relax by the pool or on the beach!
Weekends, midweek and penthouse packages available.

South Coast Surf Shop - Surf & Sport
SUMMER CLEARANCE SALE
SURF TRUNKS
$52.95
$49.95
$12.50
ANT. ELASTIC
$6.95
$36.95
30% OFF
BACK TO SCHOOL SPECIALS
HARD VENICE BOARD
$34.95
$29.95
10% OFF
REGULAR PRICING:
$144
$129
$24.95
$21.45
$54.95
$49.95
10% OFF
All sales are final.
No returns or exchanges.

Tchaikovsky Ends The Pops With A Bang.

A ONE-DAY CRUISE ON THE ENSENADA EXPRESS
- Avoid long border delays
- Travel in first class comfort on board our sleek 100-foot cruise vessel conveniently located at the B Street Pier Cruise Terminal.
$5990* per person
DEPARTS DAILY AT 9:00 AM
232-2109
*Child prices available.
*Round trip tickets available.
*Does not apply.
*Rate valid through 8/8.
Back to School
SWEATSHIRT SALE
Crewnecks
$9.95
Sweatshirt Hooded
$13.95

Get an additional 10% off
with this ad. Expires 9/30/87

MUSEUMS
Center City Cultural Centers
San Diego Art Institute
Balboa Park Museum of Art
San Diego Museum of Man
La Jolla Museum of Contemporary Art
San Diego Museum of Natural History
Figueras Museum

Back to School

LABOR DAY FESTIVAL
of FINE ARTS & CRAFTS
Sept. 4, 5, 6
35th-Annual Labor Day Art Festival
Old Town State Park
Free to the Public

The Magick Bookstore
Workshops
Sept. 1, 2, 3
The Witch's Night of the Witches
of London, presented by
The Magick Bookshop

YR SAN DIEGO COUNTY YOUNG REPUBLICANS
SEPTEMBER MEETING
Thursday, September 3
6:15—YR eats at Bayside, no host bar
7:15—Guest speaker
STEVE KELLY
San Diego Union National Cartoonist

BE PAMPRED! ENJOY A ROMANTIC
DINNER FOR ONE AT GROSVENOR
April 2
Grosvenor Inn
322 Prospect Street
San Diego, Calif.
236-1966

DRUNK DRIVING
TRAFFIC MATTRES
ACCDENTS
CALL TO COMPARE OUR
FEES AND OUR EXPERIENCE!
MARK B. DE YORE
ATTORNEY AND COUNSELOR AT LAW
CENTRAL MUSICAL WOORD
222 HORNACE, ROOM 100
EAST LOS ANGELES, CALIFORNIA
FREE INITIAL CONSULTATION

CALLE TELESETAS TO PURCHASE
YOUR SAN DIEGO CHARGER
FOOTBALL TICKETS
INCREASE TRADE, ON SALE SEPTEMBER 5
CALL FOR DETAILS!
LET YOUR PHONE BE YOUR BOX OFFICE
AND BE THERE!

PADRES
NEXT HOME STAND
as announced
in a special
next season's schedule

SAN DIEGO CHARGERS
REGULAR SEASON SCHEDULE

S.D. PARKS & RECREATION
S.D. ZOO, SEA WORLD & WILD ANIMAL PARK

S.D. MARINENT EXCLUSION:
One-hour fishing afternoons
SPECIAL EVENTS

CALL A ENY OR CHARGE
S.D. BEAT SOUTH San Diego
S.D. BEAT NORTH County Cooed
S.D. BEAT MOUNTAIN Regions
S.D. BEAT MOUNTAIN Regions

BACK TO SCHOOL

FINIS HENDERSON

STEVE KRAVITZ
JOEY CAMEN

Maximal Results, Minimal Time!

JL
Professional Photography Exposion!
September 1st—13th

Back to School

LA JOLLA
VILLAGE SQUARE
AND CONVENIENCE CENTER

936 PEARL ST. LA JOLLA 1090/453-8176
Whole or ½ Brain?

Are you willing to examine major breakthroughs in your ability to learn, expand your brain, eliminate self-sabotage? There is an effective and practical field of learning that teaches you how to expand your brain and make major breakthroughs. Learning to think, a new way, with John David Prk, holder of Better Brain Learning, where you will learn of sound patterns, tonal tones, and sound played at different frequencies when sent to pre-designated areas of the brain will achieve quantum breakthrough in accelerated learning.

Your brain has an actual experience with these frequencies. If you talk to yourself, you use frequencies to create your memories. You use these frequencies to sleep, and to recall your memories. And 12:30-2:30 is the best time for this kind of brain enhancement, that's how you can do your best work. Around 1900, Colton math, the KEM operation happened. It was an increase in the frequency of sound patterns. When the brain is in a state of accelerated learning, the brain makes a quantum breakthrougn. This is a quantum breakthrougn. This is a quantum breakthrougn. This is a quantum breakthrougn. This is a quantum breakthrougn. This is a quantum breakthrougn. This is a quantum breakthrougn. This is a quantum breakthrougn. This is a quantum breakthrougn. This is a quantum breakthrougn. This is a quantum breakthrougn. This is a quantum breakthrougn.
READER'S GUIDE TO THE MUSIC SCENE

BY JOHN OGDEN

The music world is full of strange and curious phenomena — the egg that hatches into a duck, the fox that turns into a wolf, the snail that becomes a butterfly, the comet that shoots across the sky. These are all things that happen in the natural world, but they are also things that happen in the music world.

In the world of music, the strange and curious phenomena are often地铁 to the music world, but they are also things that happen in the music world.
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**THE GO-BETWEENS**

**THE BALANCING ACT**

**THE KLEZMORIM**

**Cocktails For Two**

"The new, great-tasting Cocktails For Two can help you too!!"
Beaches

60th Street Beachway, 9-4:30am
Bath Salts, Inc. (on the board)
Salsa Salo, Inc. (on the board)
Beaches Beach, Inc. (on the board)
B-buzzin' Beach (on the board)

Two Tones

TWO TONES
PERFECT BALANCE
MONDAY-THURSDAY
PERFECT BALANCE
FRIDAY-SATURDAY
TUESDAY-SATURDAY
THE ISLANDS

Paradise Bay

LIVE ENTERTAINMENT
TUESDAY-SATURDAY
Tuesday-Sunday
September 16

SCARLET

Coming September 8
REFLECTORS

SUNSET DINNER SPECIALS
WEDNESDAY 5-7 PM $8.95

The Vineyard

Shopping Center in
MONTAGGER-FREE

LIVE MUSIC EVERY NIGHT

TUESDAY-SATURDAY

AUTOMATICS

THURSDAY-SATURDAY
TOBACCO ROAD

Park Place

BEACH PARTY & FASHION Auktion

Monday, September 6
DANCE & LIVE MUSIC

JESSIE DANIELS

Free Dance Lessons

ABILENE

The Nightclub for Western San Diego

Judy Taylor Duo

91X

Fletcher Park Way, El Cajon • 404-7661
TIO LEO'S
NAPA/MORENA

**Prime Time**

**Piano & Food Bar**

1. Play every Monday through Thursday 8:30 PM
2. Enjoy the sound of live entertainment in Humphrey's with a drink and appetizer for a menu that changes every night

**Prime Time Menu**
- **Mussel Bar**
- **Soup**
- **Sandwich**
- **Salads**
- **Pastas**
- **Stages**
- **Wines**
- **Beverages**

**Open Microphone**
Every Monday

**Prime Time at Humphrey's**
A great way to end the after-...
WEDNESDAY PITCHER PARTY!

BUY 10 PITCHERS GET 1 FREE!

Every Wednesday starting Sept 1st, Pitcher Specials $5.00

It’s time for our monthly Pitcher Party! Get your appetite ready because you can order 10 Pitchers for only $5.00 and your 1st Pitcher is FREE! The Pitcher Party is the perfect way to kick off the weekend! The fun starts at 5pm and goes till closing. Bring your friends and enjoy some of our favorite pitcher specials including Margaritas, Tequila Fingers, and more! Tracking the number of Pitchers sold is all part of the fun!"
Take A Test Spin
IF YOU DON'T LIKE IT...RETURN IT

SWING OUT SISTER
"It's better to travel"
FEATURING: "Breakout", "Surrender", "Twilight world"

CURIOUSITY KILLED THE CAT
KEEP YOUR DISTANCE
FEATURING: "Nitty Gritty", "Down To Earth"

We're so sure you'll enjoy this hot new release, we've put The Wherehouse Guarantee on it. If you don't like it, simply return it within 10 days along with your sales receipt and we'll gladly give you credit towards any other item in our store.

Cassette OR LP
$6.99 EACH

Compact Disc
$12.99 EACH

PolyGram Records

WHEREHOUSE

[Locations and contact information]

This offer is valid on selected items. All items subject to prior sale.

[End of advertisement]
Get wrapped up with a friend and save 20%.*

Tone & Tighten
your body with the original
European Body Wrap
process
Do you want to:
\- Tone and tighten
\- Improve body measurements in just one 2½-hour session?
\- Reduce unsightly cellulite?
\- Reduce stretch marks?

Special Hours

Profiles
1299 Prospect St. • La Jolla • 459-6001

Profiles
for complete beauty care

Get wrapped up with a friend and save 20%.
Tone & Tighten

Electrolysis
doesn’t
\- Have to hurt!
\- Have to take forever!
\- Have to cost a fortune!

The
Integrated System by
Lucy Peters* International Ltd.

- Electrolysis without regrowth
- Reduction in body hair by as much as 90%
- Minimal discomfort
- Safety by use of the most sensitive skin
- Predictable results

For more information, please call:

Profiles
459-6001

Profiles
by appointment

Step 1
LOSE INCHES
With the original European ideal Wrap, you can firm and tone your body for a 6 to 22 inch loss, which is a Lifelong Benefit and 100% GUARANTEED. (This is not a temporary water loss.)

Step 2
GET TAN
Now you can get a tan you’ve always wanted in our state-of-the-art Wolff Tanning Beds at the UNBELIEVABLE

\$30 FOR 30 DAYS

SAVE AS MUCH AS $10 OFF our already low price when you bring in this ad.

SHAPE & TAN • 452-7800
1307 Governor Drive • Center of Governor & Regents Rd. in University City
THE READER PUZZLE

Each of the listed figures has a secret name that was a common one for females during the 1930s and 40s. Find the name of 5 of these using this rule:

1. Some names are solid, e.g., "Bette"
2. Others are multi-colored, e.g., "Nancy"
3. Others are striped, e.g., "Mary"
4. Others use shaded colors, e.g., "Susan"
5. Others use multicolored lines, e.g., "Robin"

Note: the names are alphabetical and each figure was drawn by different artists. A figure may have been drawn by several artists.

By Don Rubin

---

SERVICES

COLLEGE AREA - EL CAJON

1-DAY SERVICE

For the smile you always wanted

Cosmetic Bonding

at a very reasonable cost

SERVICE

YOUR CAREER AT A STANDSTILL?

COLEMAN COLLEGE can prepare you for a new career in computers.

Why choose COLEMAN COLLEGE?

Who else can graduate you into a promising career in less than 1 year?
Who else has the latest computer equipment to train students?
Who else offers degree programs while you enjoy a high-paying computer career?
Who else has trained more of San Diego's successful computer managers for 25 years?

Nobody does more than COLEMAN COLLEGE to start your successful computer career.

COLEMAN COLLEGE

Culver City
3249 Sepulveda Blvd

east of Century Blvd

Ask about our evening classes

465-3990
474-3990

460-2020
579-2020

SERVICES

---
SPORTS & FITNESS

BACK-TO-SCHOOL SAVINGS

Soccer
Shoes
Size 10
$37.99

Basketball
Wallball
* Bat
Bump

Tennis
Racket
*

Fitness Center

Sale
$32.95

Swimming

Sports

Tennis

FREE DRAWING
for Schwinn Bicycle

FREE DRAWING
for Schwinn Helmet

FREE T-SHIRTS

FREE WATER
Bottle & Case

FREE BALLOONS
for the Kiddies

GALA GRAND OPENING
LABOR DAY WEEKEND SEPT. 4TH, 5TH & 6TH

BICYCLES

Labor Day Sale!

Bianchi

MOUNTAIN BIKES

TREMENDOUS SAVINGS THIS WEEKEND (Sept. 4, 5, & 6)

Including the new color models!

Weekly manager's special, see for details

Persons, professional service

BONITA BICYCLES

SAN DIEGO

3861 Carrollton Ave. Suite C 725-7238

SAILING

25% OFF

TWO FOR ONE

WINDSURFING LESSONS

25% off outside lessons, additional savings

30% off dolphins, dolphins, dolphins!!

486-1905

2111 Beacon Ave. in San Diego, California

SPORT CENTER

BICYCLE, SAN DIEGO

3861 Carrollton Ave., Suite C 725-7238

SAILING CENTER

2111 Beacon Ave., San Diego, California

LA JOLLA

SPORTING GOODS

South Bay

BICYCLES
SIGNIFICANT VEHICLES FROM A TO Z

HONDA HONDA IS A JAPANESE MARQUE THAT OFFERS A WIDE RANGE OF VEHICLES, INCLUDING HATCHBACKS, SEDANS, AND SUVs. THE BRAND IS KNOWN FOR ITS FOCUS ON RELIABILITY AND EFFICIENCY. HONDA'S CAR LINEUP INCLUDES THE CIVIC, ACCORD, JAZZ, AND ODYSSEY, AMONG OTHERS.

BENZ BENZ IS A SWISS-BRANDED AUTOMOBILE MANUFACTURER THAT SPECIALIZES IN LUXURY CARS. THE COMPANY IS KNOWN FOR ITS LEGENDARY ENGINEERING AND INNOVATIVE DESIGN. BENZ OFFERS A RANGE OF CARS, FROM COMPACTS TO LUXURY VANS, INCLUDING THE CLA, C63, E-CLASS, AND S-CLASS.

JAGUAR JAGUAR IS AN ENGLISH AUTOMOBILE MANUFACTURER THAT HAS A LONG HISTORY OF MANUFACTURINGstände FOR DIGNITY AND EXCELLENCE. THE COMPANY OFFERS A RANGE OF CAR MODELS, INCLUDING THE XF, XJ, AND F-TYPE.

NISSAN NISSAN IS A JAPANESE AUTOMOBILE MFG. THAT OFFERS A WIDE RANGE OF VEHICLES, INCLUDING HATCHBACKS, SEDANS, AND SUVs. THE BRAND IS KNOWN FOR ITS FOCUS ON AFFORDABILITY AND RELIABILITY. NISSAN'S CAR LINEUP INCLUDES THE ALTIMA, MAXIMA, PATHFINDER, AND ROGUE, AMONG OTHERS.


dressed for success

Dress for Success

opens in new window
All plants are in 4" pots, bursting with color - hot pink, ice blue, blood red, burnt orange & white flowers.

• CHRYANTHEMUM
• AFRICAN VIOLETS
• WHITE FLAG
• POOR WOMAN'S ORCHID (Cyclamen)

They'll continue blooming on your desk or table for 1-2 months!

2,223 Bloom

House

Plants

$2.00

Each

Reg. $3.00 - 50c Each

• RATTAN CANE COCKTAIL TABLE

22" T x 22" W x 28" H
Clay Natural or Auburn Brown Stain.
Glass Top.

Reg. $119

$69

732 Tables

From

$17.50

- $69.00

Reg. $28.50 - $4.50

• SOLID OAK T.V. TABLE

22" T x 22" W x 28" H
Clear Natural or Auburn Brown Stain.

Reg. $34.00

$19

• RATTAN COFFEE TABLE

20" Tall, 20" Diameter.

Reg. $36.50

$17.50

• BAMBOO PALM

1' Tall
Indestructible
Grows in a hot, dark, stuffy room.

$20 Reg. $35.00

1,632 of the 1 Easiest Palms 1' Low Grow

$4 - $20

Reg. $5.00 - $7.00

Open Labor Day

September 18th

Last Day of Sale

• PARLOR PALM

1' Tall

$4 Reg. $7.00

• DRAGON PALM

(Dracaena Marginata)

2' Tall

$4 Reg. $7.00

• ELEPHANT'S FOOT PALM

2' Tall

$4 Reg. $7.00

804 Rectangular Cushions & 620 Large Picnic Baskets

• RECCTANGULAR CUSHIONS

16" x 14"

CLOSEOUT

$12.50

$3 Reg. $8.00

Open 9-7

7 Days a Week

180 E. Washington

(312) 458-3125

291-0215

• LARGE PICNIC BASKETS

17" T x 15" W x 10" L

White or Auburn Brown Stain.

Reg. $25.00

$12.50

$3 Reg. $8.00